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A

ll I ever wanted was… everything. I detest making
choices, and I intend to touch every aspect of
life. Expedition Burning Man was about to remain an
everlasting fantasy till the right companion came along:
a colleague turned into a soulmate, who shared the
dream.

Neither age nor marital difference could keep us away
from living the dream.

Let me say, you need tons of madness in your mind
to survive the impact of Black Rock City, and that
was exactly our main luggage: foolishness and
perseverance.

Pausing briefly in Atlanta, we spread our wings for the
city of angels, California.

The road to Nevada was paved with obstacles: the
stress of obtaining tickets, the additional pressure to
get a vehicle pass (no pass, no entry), the efforts to
raise some funds, the explanations to provide at home
and at work.
But we wanted more: we planned a road trip along
cities and through the desert. A boys’ quest for fun and
excitement.

Nearly a year of preparation and planning brought us
together at the airport of Düsseldorf, Germany on the
24th of August 2016, early morning.

Motel booking, car rental, extensive grocery shopping
at Wall Mart and a quick visit to the Hollywood sign up
in the hills.
Off we drove, up to the north… Leaving Los Angeles,
our shiny black GMC pulled us into the CentralCalifornian drought.
Rough mountains and desolate prairies slowly
prepared us for the experience of a lifetime: the 30th
anniversary of Burning Man.

Arriving at Gerlach, the ultimate village on our journey,
was already surreal: nothing more than a few wooden
barracks and a gas station composed the gate to an
unknown world. And a sallow burger bar which let
you savour a final delicacy you won’t be able to have
for over a week. (We purchased a tiny butane stove
earlier, and noodles & weenies would do the job, so we
thought.)
After having left Gerlach, we came upon complete
desolateness, till queueing for hours instantly sucked
us into the cuckoo circus of dressed-up and dresseddown burners. Burning Man turns traffic jamming into
art!
Leaving the box office and several check points behind
us, we rolled into the darkness, in search of a vacant
camping spot. After amusing negotiation rounds with
all our settled neighbours, we landed on 08:00 and
Justice, our home address for the next 9 days.

The initial plan was to construct our camp in the late
afternoon, before dusk. Reality was different: the
building started closer to midnight, in total darkness,
fighting the wrath of a dust storm. Our very first dust
storm, as a ‘warm welcome’ by Mother Nature.
Everything set-up, the comfort of our mattresses
and sleeping bags looked quite tempting, though not
convincing enough to withhold us from a primary night
walk into the playa.
What we perceived that first night is mind-blowing
though indescribable! A panoply of bikes and art cars,
light bulbs and music sounds, fire spitting and… The
Man.
There he rose, in his full glory. Encircled by a wooden
frame, and positioned upside down (as rotatable
through various spinning wheels in his back).

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

The Man had no head… yet. He was unfinished, and
construction workers were still busy fixing some last
details. He also looked rather small this time, having
seen some picture from the past versions.
But the smallish headless Man couldn’t destroy our joy
and pride: there we stood, on the playa, enjoying the
most outrageous skyline on earth. We had arrived. We
had achieved our goal. We had become burners.
Cold shower next morning: no showers! And the toilets
weren’t gold plated either. Suddenly, you realize that
the only thus most important luxury one might have
isn’t material though the total freedom in time and of
expression: the world is yours!
And okay, you perpetually get confronted with
extreme visions and perceptions, and astonishment
and disbelief reign your mind. But also on the playa

conditioning enters the human body: slowly though
steadily you get accustomed to the craziness
surrounding you, and you get used to the dirt and the
dust, as you’d never lived with clean nails and washed
hair.
If you would ask me about some keywords describing
Burning Man, I’d go for: freedom & creativity and
affection & generosity. If not, exuberance.
In Black Rock City you’re not only feeling free, you ARE
freed from rules, time frames, public opinion… In such
deliberated world, there’s lots of space for kindness
and creativity.
We all know that Americans love to hug, Burning Man
is different however: there even is a Hug Deli! The
amount and the intensity of the hugs you receive is
unimaginable, really! Black Rock City is Affectionland. I

really had to unwind when leaving the playa at the end,
and I was about to hug the big old lady of the recycling
park on our way back! I got conditioned by the love on
the playa…

creativity. You can’t see it all in one week, there’s way
too much. And besides the day-version, there’s the
night-version: radically different. Words can’t explain,
pictures merely reflect reality. A visual orgasm.

Burners are so helpful, so open-handed. A ‘no’ doesn’t
exist out there. Burners stick together as one big
family, day and night. This is a genuine community
about sharing and caring. OK, you need to bring water
yourself. Water is a must. But everything else is out
there at full disposal: food, alcohol… The generosity at
Burning Man has no limits. You have a problem? Black
Rock City brings the solution: the burners are your
solution! Exemplary for the real world…

There’s the camp, and there’s the playa. When not
out on the playa, there’s plenty of activity in the
camp. There’s a loaded agenda with daily happenings:
lectures, classes, parties, games, competitions…

For even deeper emotions, you better head for the
temple. Every year, there’s a wooden temple on the
playa: a miraculous piece of architecture, a haven of
peace. Silence and tears, prayers and mementos. For
a moment, you’re nailed to the ground by the striking
contrast with the rest of Black Rock City! Maybe… this
temple is the beating heart of the playa?
Around The Man and the temple, there’s a sea of art
installations. The playa is a museum, a summit of

Everything is possible, everything exists out there,
though nothing is thrown in your face.
What did we do? One day, we learnt to polish our nails.
The other night, we got spanked. And still another time
we had explicit though theoretical sexual schooling.
But most important, we got many friends! Friends for
life. Relationships to cherish. Friends who take you
to the burns for sharing the emotions: first, the Man
burns: wild, loud and exuberant; then, the next and last
day the temple burns: serene, silent and modest. The
contrast is striking, the sharing of feelings stays the
same.

After the burns, people start to leave. Sadness with
every single departure. More hugs, less words, and a
few tears… Goodbye, and maybe till next year?

I strongly recommend everyone to live the magic at
least once in life. It will shock you, it will change you,
and it will shape you.

We were informed about the major traffic jams when
leaving the desert. And we were told that it was
allowed to stay 1 extra night (till Tuesday) to avoid
traffic which we did. We were Almost the last ones to
leave. Total emptiness all around. As if Black Rock City
had never existed. As if nothing had ever happened.
The city policy asks the burners to take all trash back
out, nothing can be left or dumped there: the desert
must be cleaner after than before the gathering.

I now have the Nevada playa dust within me. I am
happy with this, and I am proud about it. It will never
leave my body, and it will rest in my lungs forever.
And one day, it will die with me, to be burnt into
eternity…

You know what is the best part? The Burn is just
starting! Black Rock City might be the catalyst, but it’s
the year-round, worldwide reaction that makes things
interesting.
We have to think about how to keep the fire burning in
life.

Gilles Devos.
Watch the Burning Man 2016 trailer here:
https://vimeo.com/182824721.
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